
OFFENCE DETAILS

PETROL DRIVE OFF - REPORT TO POLICE
ver1.0

Date of Drive Off Time of Drive Off

Company Name (please include trading 
name and full address details including 
postcode)

Site Address (if different to above, include 
postcode)

SERVICE STATION DETAILS

Contact number (business hours) Fax number (business hours)

Type of Fuel Pump number

DETAILS OF VEHICLE INVOLVED

Make Model Colour

Registered State Registration Number

Distinguishing Features of Vehicle 

Type (sedan etc)

Other distinguishing marks or damage

DETAILS OF SUSPECT Please included as much detail as possible

Race Sex Height Build

Body Kit Spot Lights Bull Bar Stickers/Pin stipes Mag Wheels Roof Racks

Further details (provide 
description of scars/tattoo's etc) 

Clothing 
Description

Description/s of passengersNumber of passengers

Business Email Address (Police ref. 
number will be sent to this e-address)

CONSOLE OPERATOR'S DETAILS

Contact number (business hours)

Surname Given Names

Contact number (after hours)

Date of Birth

Position
Home 
Address

Number of LitresValue of Fuel

I read this statement before I signed it.

STATEMENT: 
  
The below statements made by me accurately sets out the evidence that I would be prepared, if 
necessary, to give in court as a witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 
belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I will be liable to prosecution if I 
have wilfully stated in it anything that I know to be false or do not believe to be true.

Full Name of person completing 
form (include all middle names) 

X

OFFENCE DETAILS

Glasses Tattoo Beard DisabledScars



Police will not proceed with an investigation until all relevant evidence is provided by the person who has 
submitted the form. Do you agree to provide CCTV footage and to complete a witness statement at a police 
station within 7 days of making this report?

Given Names

Date of Birth

Position

Contact number (business hours)Contact number (after hours)

Home Address

Surname

PERSON SUBMITTING FORM

Is the person submitting this form the same as the Console Operator Details as above
If 'NO' then please supply 
details below

Details of 
arrangement to 
pay

Has CCTV Footage been saved?

EVIDENCE AVAILALBLE

CCTV Footage available? Can CCTV Footage be burnt to disc?

CCTV Footage of person in store available?

Details of 
conversation with 
suspect

The Australasian Convenience and Petroleum Marketers Association (ACAPMA) maintains a National Drive-off Register. The National Drive-off Register is a national 
scheme put together by ACAPMA and MotorMouth Pty Ltd, a member of the Informed Sources Group, which aims to combat incidences of drive-offs and failure to pay 
in service stations. 

The scheme assists police in taking targeted action against crime by providing them with the right criminal information. This is achieved by service station owners 
gathering and reporting incidences of crime in the register. This will lead to a reduction in related crime and the ability to protect service station staff and customers 
from crime and the fear of crime. The scheme also aims to inform offenders that forecourt criminal activity will not be tolerated. 

All service stations are encouraged to register to protect and safeguard the wellbeing of their business by reporting these kinds of criminal activity.  There is a cost 
associated with using this register acapma.com.au/national-drive-off-register 

 ACT Policing also encourages Service Stations to introduce "Pay before you Pump", where customers will be required to pay for their petrol prior to filling up their 
tanks as opposed to afterwards. This strategy has been adopted in other states, including Victoria and South Australia successfully! In trials led by these states, results 
include 

- Shop sales have remained the same 
- Site profitability has increased due to no theft 
- Customers are responding well to the changes 
- Staff morale and prodictivity is higher 
- The offenders are targeting sites without pre paid fuel 

This crime prevention and community safety strategy is designed to eliminate theft of petrol and increase personal safety of both customers and staff.

Prosecutors may seek compensation for loss of fuel on your behalf at the conclusion of an investigation. It is at the discretion of the court as 
to whether or not this is applied. In the event that it is not applied you should seek your own legal advice.

Is still image of offender available? 

Copy of receipt and/or other information left by offender available (e.g. drivers licence etc)  
If YES please scan and attach to e-mail message with this form

Did suspect speak to operator

Did suspect make any arrangement to pay

Did suspect enter store?

DETAILS OF INCIDENT (provided details of what the suspect did)

if YES please attach image file to e-mail 
message with this form

PLEASE NOTE: Forms will only be accepted by email when filled out electronically. No printed, handwritten or photgraphed versions will be 
accepted.

http://www.acapma.com.au/national-drive-off-register.html
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DETAILS OF SUSPECT Please included as much detail as possible
CONSOLE OPERATOR'S DETAILS
I read this statement before I signed it.
STATEMENT:
 
The below statements made by me accurately sets out the evidence that I would be prepared, if necessary, to give in court as a witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I will be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything that I know to be false or do not believe to be true.
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PERSON SUBMITTING FORM
If 'NO' then please supply details below
EVIDENCE AVAILALBLE
The Australasian Convenience and Petroleum Marketers Association (ACAPMA) maintains a National Drive-off Register. The National Drive-off Register is a national scheme put together by ACAPMA and MotorMouth Pty Ltd, a member of the Informed Sources Group, which aims to combat incidences of drive-offs and failure to pay in service stations.
The scheme assists police in taking targeted action against crime by providing them with the right criminal information. This is achieved by service station owners gathering and reporting incidences of crime in the register. This will lead to a reduction in related crime and the ability to protect service station staff and customers from crime and the fear of crime. The scheme also aims to inform offenders that forecourt criminal activity will not be tolerated.
All service stations are encouraged to register to protect and safeguard the wellbeing of their business by reporting these kinds of criminal activity.  There is a cost associated with using this register acapma.com.au/national-drive-off-register
 ACT Policing also encourages Service Stations to introduce "Pay before you Pump", where customers will be required to pay for their petrol prior to filling up their tanks as opposed to afterwards. This strategy has been adopted in other states, including Victoria and South Australia successfully! In trials led by these states, results include
- Shop sales have remained the same
- Site profitability has increased due to no theft
- Customers are responding well to the changes
- Staff morale and prodictivity is higher
- The offenders are targeting sites without pre paid fuel
This crime prevention and community safety strategy is designed to eliminate theft of petrol and increase personal safety of both customers and staff.
Prosecutors may seek compensation for loss of fuel on your behalf at the conclusion of an investigation. It is at the discretion of the court as to whether or not this is applied. In the event that it is not applied you should seek your own legal advice.
DETAILS OF INCIDENT (provided details of what the suspect did)
if YES please attach image file to e-mail message with this form
PLEASE NOTE: Forms will only be accepted by email when filled out electronically. No printed, handwritten or photgraphed versions will be accepted.
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